Blood Moon Productions is an independent publishing venue committed to salvaging the oral histories of aspects to the Entertainment
Industry you probably never knew about before.

“Thanks to the writers at Blood Moon, we’ll never be able to look
at the Hollywood pinups in quite the same way ever again.”
The Times (London)
It’s a tough job, but somebody’s got to do it.
www.BloodMoonProductions.com

Celebrity News, for Immediate Release
Blood Moon Proudly Announces the Late U.S. President Ronald Reagan’s
TRIUMPHANT RETURN TO HOLLYWOOD!
PSST! And His Wives—Oscar Winner Jane Wyman (“Johnny Belinda”) and former starlet
Nancy (“Just Say No”) Davis Reagan—Are Coming With Him!

HOW IS THIS POSSIBLE?

LOVE TRIANGLE, Blood Moon Productions’ overview of the early dramas associated with Ronald Reagan’s scandal-soaked
career in Hollywood, has been designated by the Awards Committee of this year’s HOLLYWOOD BOOK FESTIVAL as Runner-Up to Best Biography of the Year.

Blood Moon and its authors will be officially recognized for this on July 25 at a gala awards ceremony at one of the entertainment industry’s most historic landmarks, the Roosevelt Hotel in Hollywood, USA.

As stated by Bruce Haring, a spokesperson for the Awards, “The Hollywood Book Festival is an annual competition honoring
excellence in books about the entertainment industry, with particular focus on projects that deserve closer attention from the
filmmaking community. This year, Blood Moon submitted a biography with information never covered in any other overview
of the late President--i.e., the ins and outs of Reagan’s rise and fall as an actor in the Entertainment Industry. Congratulations
to this book’s senior author, Darwin Porter, for his methodical research, literary style, storytelling flair, and compilation of information never before presented to millions of Americans who revere Reagan as one of their most compelling (and until
now, untouchable) political icons.”
HOW DID LITERARY CRITICS INTERPRET THIS UNIQUE, UNPRECEDENTED
AND “ONLY IN AMERICA” EXPOSÉ OF RONALD REAGAN IN HOLLYWOOD?

Love Triangle: Ronald Reagan, Jane Wyman & Nancy Davis may find its way
onto many a Republican Reagan fan's reading shelf; but those who expect another
Reagan celebration will be surprised: this is lurid Hollywood exposé writing at its
best, and outlines the truths surrounding one of the most provocative industry scandals in the world.

Runner-Up,
“BEST
BIOGRAPHY”
Hollywood Book
Festival

“There are already so many biographies of the Reagans on the market that one
might expect similar mile-markers from this: Be prepared for shock and awe; because Love Triangle doesn't take your ordinary approach to biography and describes a love triangle that eventually bumped a major Hollywood movie star from
the possibility of being First Lady and replaced her with a lesser-known Grade B actress (Nancy Davis).

“From politics and betrayal to romance, infidelity, and sordid affairs, Love Triangle is
a steamy, eye-opening story that blows the lid off of the Reagan illusion to raise eyebrows on both sides of the big screen.
“Black and white photos liberally pepper an account of the careers of all three and
the lasting shock of their stormy relationships in a delightful pursuit especially recommended for any who relish Hollywood gossip.”

—Diane Donovan, Senior Reviewer,
The Midwest Book Review

Love Triangle—Ronald Reagan, Jane Wyman, & Nancy Davis

Darwin Porter and Danforth Prince, Paperback, Biography/Entertainment
Softcover, 6” x 9” 700 pages, with photos ISBN 978-1-936003-41-9, $27.95 Available everywhere now
www.bloodmoonproductions.com

According to Danforth Prince, “This is not the first time a Blood Moon Production has
been designated as a Winner at the Literary Rodeo (i.e., on the U.S. Book Award Circuit.)
Other recent award-winning titles from our company have included...”
PETER O’TOOLE, Hellraiser, Sexual
Outlaw, Irish Rebel:

Blood Moon’s most recent release, an unauthorized
biography of Hollywood’s most flamboyant hellraiser,
has generated waves of publicity since its release in
June of 2015. Here is some of it:

“I SMELLED LIKE AN OVERLY PERFUMED
WHORE” (Peter O’Toole) “As her marriage to Lord
Snowdon crumbled, the Queen’s troubled sister
sought solace in the arms of the Irish bookmaker’s
son who had become Britain’s biggest movie star, sharing her hopes and
fears in an intimacy known to few outside Buckingham Palace in a secret
eight-year affair.” Read about it in London’s SUNDAY EXPRESS:
http://www.express.co.uk/news/uk/582649/Actor-Peter-O-Toole-new-bookexpose-reputation

THE DAILY MAIL
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3093548/Hellraiser-told-Burton-veslept-Liz-says-m-better-bed-Peter-O-Toole-famed-wild-boozing-new-bookclaims-biggest-thirst-women.html
The NEW YORK POST http://nypost.com/2015/07/05/peter-otooles-1033lovers-included-these-stars/
A Videotaped book trailer (Danforth Prince discusses Peter O’Toole)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k5f4dIbXTLk

KNEWS, Southern California’s News and Talk Radio, discusses the role of
Peter O’Toole as the stage and screen’s most enigmatic Hellraiser. Bill Feingold interviews Danforth Prince https://youtu.be/t3oU356dhPI

Peter O’Toole—Hellraiser, Sexual Outlaw, Irish Rebel, Darwin Porter and
Danforth Prince, Paperback, Biography/Entertainment. Softcover, 6” x
9” 632 pps, with photos ISBN 978-1-936003-45-7

THOSE GLAMOROUS GABORS, Bombshells from Budapest

This triple-play bonanza reveals the comprehensive life story of THE GABORS,
three unlikely but ferociously glamorous
siblings who obsessively boot-strapped
themselves into television-age celebrities
who became famous merely for being famous. On the surface, at least, their stylish
and glittering myths and legends represent
the fulfillment of some aspect of every immigrant woman's
dream. The reality of their lives, however, reveals some of the
most interesting interplays between politics, the changing
landscapes of "The American Century" and the entertainment
industry ever published. Its author, Darwin Porter, has spent
a half-century collecting interviews with everyone ever associated with the Gabors, both in the U.S. and in Europe, including many encounters with Jolie, the sisters’ shrewdly
ambitious matriarch.
Those Glamorous Gabors, Bombshells from Budapest, Darwin Porter,
Softcover, 750 pages with hundreds of photos, 6” x 9” Biography/Entertainment ISBN 978-1-936003-35-8

JACQUELINE KENNEDY ONASSIS,
A Life Beyond Her Wildest Dreams

Despite her unprecedented fame, most
Americans know very few details about
Jackie's emotional and romantic life in
the aftermath of her marriages to an
American president and subsequently
to one of the world's richest men. The
publication of this book has changed all
that, thanks to the years its authors
spent digging up indiscreet tales about the emotional entanglement of a woman whose romantic and sex life, in the
wake of the assassination of her first husband, continued
at full throttle through multiple menfolk and multiple partners-most of them rich, famous, and very very quotable as
regards the charm and allure of this remarkable woman.
This outspoken testimonial to the flimsier side of Camelot
contains a cornucopia of gossip and intrigue, including details about Jackie’s scandalous love affairs and her famous
feuds. Conceived in direct and sometimes defiant contrast
to the avalanche of more breathlessly respectful testimonials to the life and legacy of “America’s Queen,” this book
is yet another award-winning installment in Blood Moon’s
endlessly irreverent BABYLON series.

Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis, A Life Beyond Her Wildest Dreams,
Darwin Porter and Danforth Prince. Softcover, 700 pages, with photos. ISBN 978-1-936003-37-2.

INSIDE LINDA LOVELACE’S DEEP
THROAT—Degradation, Porno Chic,
and the Rise of Feminism

This is the first published exploration of
the 1970s sex goddess who was transformed into a feminist icon of the
1980s. Her movie, Deep Throat, redefined the nation’s views on obscenity
and was credited with changing America’s sexual attitudes more than anything since the 1948 Kinsey Report. But at decade’s end,
Linda, in a complete about-face, emerged as one of the
more compelling voices in the feminist movement, denouncing the degradations of her cinematic past. This comprehensive biography reveals for the first time the shocking
and painful transformation of a “party favor to the stars”
into a powerful icon of the feminist movement, and the
tragic consequences of the legal, political, and cultural
forces at work during Miss Lovelace’s fame-drenched career.
Inside Linda Lovelace’s Deep Throat—Degradation, Porno Chic, and

the Rise of Feminism, Darwin Porter. Softcover, 672 pages with photos, from Blood Moon Productions. ISBN 978-1-936003-33-4

